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The Disjoint Paths Problem asks, given a graph G and a 
set of pairs of terminals (s1, t1), . . . , (sk, tk), whether there 
is a collection of k pairwise vertex-disjoint paths linking si
and ti, for i = 1, . . . , k. In their f(k) · n3 algorithm for this 
problem, Robertson and Seymour introduced the irrelevant 
vertex technique according to which in every instance of 
treewidth greater than g(k) there is an “irrelevant” vertex 
whose removal creates an equivalent instance of the problem. 
This fact is based on the celebrated Unique Linkage Theorem, 
whose – very technical – proof gives a function g(k) that 
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is responsible for an immense parameter dependence in the 
running time of the algorithm. In this paper we give a new 
and self-contained proof of this result that strongly exploits 
the combinatorial properties of planar graphs and achieves 
g(k) = O(k3/2 · 2k). Our bound is radically better than the 
bounds known for general graphs.

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

One of the most studied problems in graph theory is the Disjoint Paths Problem

(DPP): Given a graph G and a set P of k pairs of terminals, (s1, t1), . . ., (sk, tk), decide 
whether G contains k vertex-disjoint paths P1, . . . , Pk where Pi has endpoints si and ti, 
i = 1, . . . , k. In addition to its numerous applications in areas such as network routing 
and VLSI layout, this problem has been the catalyst for extensive research in algorithms 
and combinatorics [27]. DPP is NP-complete, along with its edge-disjoint or directed 
variants, even when the input graph is planar [16–18,28]. The celebrated algorithm of 
Roberson and Seymour solves it however in f(k) ·n3 steps, where f is some computable 
function [22]. This implies that, when we parameterize DPP by the number k of pairs of 
terminals, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable. The Robertson–Seymour algorithm 
is the central algorithmic result of the Graph Minors series of papers, one of the deepest 
and most influential bodies of work in graph theory.

The basis of the algorithm in [22] is the so-called irrelevant-vertex technique which 
can be summarized very roughly as follows. As long as the input graph G violates certain 
structural conditions, it is possible to find a vertex v that is solution-irrelevant: every 
collection of paths certifying a solution to the problem can be rerouted to an equivalent
one, that links the same pairs of terminals, but in which the new paths avoid v. One 
then iteratively removes such irrelevant vertices until the structural conditions are met. 
By that point the graph has been simplified enough so that the problem can be attacked 
via dynamic programming.

The following two structural conditions are used by the algorithm in [22]: (i) G ex-
cludes a clique, whose size depends on k, as a minor and (ii) G has treewidth bounded 
by some function of k. When it comes to enforcing Condition (ii), the aim is to prove 
that in graphs without big clique-minors and with treewidth at least g(k) there is al-
ways a solution-irrelevant vertex. This is the most complicated part of the proof and 
it was postponed until the later papers in the series [23,24]. The bad news is that the 
complicated proofs also imply an immense parametric dependence, as expressed by the 
function f , of the running time on the parameter k. This puts the algorithm outside the 
realm of feasibility even for elementary values of k.

The ideas above were powerful enough to be applicable also to problems outside the 
context of the Graph Minors series. During the last decade, they have been applied to 
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